COMPANY PRESENTATION

We don’t stop playing because we grow
old; we grow old because we stop playing.
(George Bernard Shaw)
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High quality, artistic uniqueness, particular selection

OVERVIEW

of the best raw material, respect for the customer;
these are the key values of Tableswin. Research,
Design and Innovation are our MISSION. Wide market
access and portfolio of technologies and expertises.
We create gaming tables to satisfy the needs of casino.
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Our products are born from innovative ideas, and
built with care and attention to the details. Tableswin
uses only high quality meterials of different kind:
refined briar-root, rosewood, lime wood, cerry and
oak. Highly skilled in painting and inlaying, as well

M I S S I O N

as in the meticulous applications of gold leaf, the
Tableswin artisans replicate age old tech niques to
create signature pieces. The modern design finds its
new style basing on the most classic tradition. This, the
key concept of Tableswin tables. With a production
100% Italian, Tableswin tables are characterized by
natural material eco-friendly, water base colours,
inimitable nuances. The company represents the
connection among technology, design and artistry.
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We deeply believe in few but important values:
the concept of Quality, Traditional craftsmanship
and Made in Italy. The experience and know-how
accrued by Tableswin are fully at disposal of playing
rooms and Casinos for their specific needs. Working

O U R VA L U E S

the material into new shapes which emerge from
creativity.Gestures and features able to transmit
the pleasure of touching, a pleasure that can only
come from artisan experience. These are features
of Tableswin tables, a true creative workshop where
the mastery of tradition meets the best technological
quality.

Tableswin works with skill, mind and heart

to create products that will last over the years.
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TablesWin produces gaming tables and casino equipment fully customizable. TablesWin represents the

connection between technology, design and art. A company born, as derived by the “Meneghetti
Mobili” furniture brand, established artisan joinery from Bassano already present in the market for

H I S T O R Y

thirty years. From the marriage between experience and the freshness of new technology, emerges
TablesWin, a company that can create the “sartorial” product, stitched to perfection on the desire of
the customer and that can enchants thanks to the use of the best raw materials and a maniacal striving
for perfection in the details. TablesWin reinvents the craftsmanship, giving value to the manufacturing
tradition and contextualizes masterfully through the use of the most modern technologies thanks to
the main company’s engine: the passion and devotion to a complex craft, charming and immortal,
able to design and develop products that go beyond the simple object, becoming true masterpieces.
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OUTLINE OF THE COMPANY

1986

Born the Meneghetti Giovanni’s Carpentry, organized in a surface of 300 mq, dedicated to
the production of tipical Bassano’s furniture intended to interior design.

1990

It increases the number of employees and expand itself to 800 mq.

1995

After that the company transfer its head office in a new establishment of 1200 mq raising also
the staff from 8 to 15 units. The company also enter the full furniture production.

1996

The company invests in new NC machinery provided with some of the more advanced
technologies for the wood processing.

2000

The company increases the machinery’s number.

2007

Born the Tableswin’s brand dedicated exclusively to the production of gaming tables.

2008

Tableswin establish itself as official partner of the most prestigious brands in the poker
tournaments field like Pokerstars, WPT and WSOP.

2010

Tableswin participates in numerous poker events like the IPT as official sponsor.

2012

Tableswin participates in PokerFest, the first Italian exhibition dedicated to poker tournaments
game as main sponsor.

2013

Tableswin is present at the Italian exhibition dedicated to the game.

2014

Tableswin takes part to the International ICE Totally Gaming exhibition, in London.

2015

Tableswin participates in BEGE Expo gaming exhibition in Sofia and at the ICE Totally Gaming
in London. Besides, in November, Tableswin transfer its head office in a new establishment
with a dislocation of 1200 mq in total.
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76%

5%

WORLD BUSINESS

6%

10%

3%
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CASINÒ | Casino

BUSINESS AREA

60%

OPERATORI | Gaming Operators
30%

RIVENDITORI | Reseller

10%
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The strategic levers for achieving our goals are:

- Customer portfolio development of the foreign

STRATEGIC LEVERS

market

- Innovation

- Acquisitions

- Maintain operational excellence
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“Setting great targets is the first step to achieving great
results”

T A R G E T

- Customer satisfaction

- Improvement of quality standards

- Continuous product innovation
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The quality is the constant objective of the company.
A

strategy

designed

to

achieve

continuous

improvement and the best product quality for the

P O L

I

C

Y

customer satisfaction

- Product quality

- Price/quality ratio

- Efficiency and timing

LEGAL HEAD OFFICE
Via San Giovanni Bosco 41
Cassola - 36022
Vicenza - Italy

CONTACTS
Tableswin S.r.l
Gaming Tables &
Casino Equipment

OPERATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
www.tables-win.com
Via Rambolina 5

info@tableswin.com

Bassano del Grappa

+39 0424 533831

36061 - Vicenza - Italy

VAT NR. 03988060244

